Abstract. We present an algorithmic framework to accurately and efficiently identify the semantic meanings and contexts of social tags within a particular folksonomy. The framework is used for building contextualised tag-based user and item profiles. We also present its implementation in a system called cTag, with which we preliminary analyse semantic meanings and contexts of tags belonging to Delicious and MovieLens folksonomies. The analysis includes a comparison between semantic similarities obtained for pairs of tags in Delicious folksonomy, and their semantic distances in the whole Web, according to co-occurrence based metrics computed with results of a Web search engine.
Introduction
Social tagging has become a popular practice as a lightweight mean to classify and exchange information. Users create or upload content (items), annotate it with freely chosen words (tags), and share these annotations with others. In a social tagging system, the whole set of tags constitutes an unstructured collaborative knowledge classification scheme that is commonly known as folksonomy. This implicit classification serves various purposes, such as for item organisation, promotions, and sharing with friends or with the public. Studies have shown, however, that tags are generally chosen by users to reflect their interests [13] . These findings lend support to the idea of using tags to derive precise user preferences, and bring with new research opportunities on personalised search and recommendation [16, 18, 17] . Despite the above advantages, social tags are free text, and thus suffer from various vocabulary problems. Ambiguity (polysemy) of the tags arises as users apply the same tag in different domains (e.g. bridge, the architectonical structure vs. the card game). At the opposite end, the lack of synonym control can lead to different tags being used for the same concept, precluding collocation (e.g. biscuit and cookie).
Synonym relations can also be found in the form of acronyms (e.g. nyc for new york city), and morphological deviations (e.g. blog, blogs, blogging). Moreover, there are tags that have single meanings, but are used in different semantic contexts that should be distinguished (e.g. web may be used to annotate items about distinct topics such as Web development, Web browsers, and Web 2.0).
Aiming to address the above problems, we present herein a system called cTag, which consists of an algorithmic framework that allows identifying semantic meanings and contexts of social tags within a particular folksonomy, and exploits them to build contextualised tag-based user and item profiles. The system is used to preliminary analyse semantic meanings and contexts of tags belonging to Delicious and MovieLens folksonomies, and to compare semantic similarities obtained for pairs of tags in Delicious, and their semantic distances in the whole Web, according to cooccurrence based metrics computed with results of a Web search engine.
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces our notion of semantic context in social tagging, and presents our approach to identify the semantic contexts of social tags in a particular folksonomy. Section 3 describes how our approach can be used to contextualise and disambiguate social tags within user and item profiles, and Section 4 provides a preliminary analysis of contextualisation and disambiguation results. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 end with a brief summary of related work, conclusions and potential future research lines.
Semantic Contexts of Social Tags
Current folksonomy-based content retrieval systems have a common limitation: they do not deal with semantic ambiguities of tags. For instance, given a tag such as sf, existing content retrieval strategies do not discern between the two main meanings of that tag: San Francisco (the Californian city) and Science Fiction (the literary genre). Semantic ambiguity of social tags, on the other hand, is being investigated in the literature. There are approaches that attempt to identify the actual meaning of a tag by linking it with structured knowledge bases [19, 1, 11, 7] . These approaches rely on the availability of external knowledge bases, and so far are preliminary, and have not been applied to personalised search and recommendation.
Other works are based on the concept of tag co-occurrence, and aim at extracting tag semantic meanings and contexts within a particular folksonomy by applying probabilistic models and clustering techniques on the tag space according to the tag co-occurrences in item annotation profiles [24, 23, 18, 2, 22, 9] . For example, for the tag sf, often co-occurring tags such as sanfrancisco, california and bayarea may be used to define the context "San Francisco, the Californian city", while co-occurring tags like sciencefiction, scifi and fiction may be used to define the context "Science Fiction, the literary genre."
In this paper, we follow a clustering strategy as well, but in contrast to previous approaches, ours provides the following benefits:
• Instead of using simple tag co-occurrences, we propose to use more sophisticated tag similarities, which were presented by Markines et al. in [14] , and are derived from established information theoretic and statistical measures.
